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The final piece of a fully aligned K-12 math curriculum.
Students enjoy mathematics, make mathematical connections, and develop conceptual
understanding.
Teachers orchestrate productive discussions, synthesize understanding, and facilitate lessons
with confidence.
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LearnZillion IM K–5 offers the highest quality curricula powered
by a best-in-class digital experience:
Coherent, grade-level progressions and
learning trajectories
Every routine, activity, and lesson has a place in the
mathematical story across units and grade levels, based
on standards and research-based learning trajectories.

Formative assessments
Teachers are equipped to monitor student progress through
innovative staged centers, cool-downs with clear pathways
to address student understanding, monitoring sheets, and
section quizzes.

Embedded teacher learning
Teacher reflection questions, embedded curriculum
narratives, a PLC framework, and math community
structures continually support teacher learning.

Equity and access for all learners
Teacher support for English learners, students with
disabilities, addressing common misconceptions, and
enriching instruction are embedded at point-of-use
throughout every lesson.

Deep focus on conceptual understanding,
procedural fluency, and application
Instructional routines, representations, and math
tools are carefully utilized to help students develop
an understanding of concepts and procedures.

Hear from our LZ IM K–5 Math Beta Pilot Districts
“The purposeful structure of routines, activities, and centers
encourages rich math discourse and students doing math.
The integration of fluency is noteworthy. I love its rigor and
accessibility. Each lesson begins with an invitation to the math
designed to welcome every student into its artfully designed
mathematical story.”

Teachers are so impressed with the LearnZillion IM K-5
Student Journals AND the LearnZillion platform. I am so
thrilled with how intuitive the site is and how thoughtfully
it works for teachers. It is the most inviting, rigorous, and
exciting curriculum I’ve ever taught and it’s amazing how much
students can learn and feel successful in math.

—Maureen O., Math Specialist, Ipswich, Massachusetts

-Nancy S., K-5 Math Coach, Portland, Maine

Contact your Edgenuity or LearnZillion Sales Consultant to preview
LearnZillion Illustrative Mathematics K–5 Math

To get started, visit learnzillion.com

